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MANAGEMENT | RESEARCH ARTICLE

The anatomy and ontology of organizational
power as a fractal metaphor: A philosophical
approach
Amir Forouharfar*

Abstract: Fractal metaphor could be introduced to organization studies to elabo-
rate on those organizational concepts that call for self-organization, self-similarity,
similarity persistence in different organizational levels, symmetrical expansion,
homogeneous discipline and quality, omnipresent controlling measures, and
growth, as well as the organizational processes and procedures that require recur-
sion. Organizational power is an abstract entity which could precisely be explained
via a metaphorical fractal. Thus, Sierpinski Triangle, a familiar geometrical fractal
has been applied in the paper with the purpose to unfold the fractal characteristics
of the power within organizations. Such an approach presumes power character-
istics as hierarchical, pyramidal, distributive, recursive, accumulative, dependent,
comparative, and unequal. The discussions through the paper could contribute to
future organization theorists to form an idea on two ubiquitous concepts of orga-
nizational power: directionality and dimensionality. Moreover, the paper theorizes
the triangular combination of need, interest, and relationship as ontological ele-
ments of potential power and a fourth entity (enforcement) in combination with the
three previous elements as the necessary elements of every pragmatic power.

Subjects: Organizational Theory & Behavior; Power; Organizational Studies; Management &
Organization

Keywords: fractal concept; formal power; informal power; fractal power; fractal
organization; fractal organization theory; organizational power ontology; organizational
power philosophy
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1. Introduction
Never is human being surrounded by plethora of organizations in his social existence as our current
epoch. An impartial beholder of the organizational power in our world could not neglect or justify the
current organizational hegemony of our age. Human, now everywhere, is the subject of at least one
or multiple powerful organizations. These organizational powers could manifest themselves through
bureaucracies, governmental manipulations and surveillance of the lives of the citizens or the
organizational dictatorships in some organizations. Thus, human consciously or unconsciously lives
under the organizational hegemony with a superdominance unprecedented in human history. Power
is the core entity for such historic dominance. Either it could be manipulated for the exploitation,
influence, dependence, disempowerment, suppression, and in a word subjugation of the human
factor in organizations or vice versa for nudging him toward public benediction. Therefore, we need
to carry out a minutely and detailed study of power in the context of organizations with new
approaches and concepts such as new organizational metaphors. However, power ontology as
a simultaneously abstract concept with plethora of concrete manifestations has been the philoso-
phical project of the great minds in the history of philosophy. The ontological contemplations of
Hegel, Marx, Hobbes, Nietzsche, and numerous other philosophers on power as an existing undeni-
able phenomenon within the realm of human existence have illuminated the dark corners of thought
and enlightened the subsequent philosophers to ponder deep down on the originating roots of
economic, social, political, cultural, and organizational powers, among its other infinite emergences.
Power is a core concept in political philosophy, which led to the evolution of the concepts of law, state,
hegemony, legitimacy and illegitimacy, etc. Hobbes’ Leviathan, Marx’s power and the social classes,
Hegel’s systemic history as a power, as a few examples, all dissected power’s gigantic body once it is
fully grown; since the more grown is the power, the better is recognizable. Hence, the paper was
written to shed light on the micro-building blocks of organizational power and their accumulation in
forming a structure of power within organizations via the metaphorical application of the fractal
philosophy. Thus, Whetten’s (1989) fundamental questions have shaped the core elements of the
paper for its theoretical development. According to Whetten (1989, pp. 494–495) in a conceptual
paper, the same as current philosophical project, we should be able to provide satisfactory responses
to seven questions: “(a) What’s new? (b) So what? (c) Why so? (d) Well done? (e) Done well? (f) Why
now? and (g) Who cares?”. The answers to the Whetten’s questions, presented in the following, clarify
the principal justifications behind the conceptualization process through the paper:

(a) What is new? Discussing the origin and formation of power as a fractal concept.

(b) So what? It contributes to the understanding of the organizational power as a simultaneously
accumulative and distributive entity, which should be studied and reformed from the base of
the power pyramid not from the peak.

(c) Why so? Since each hierarchy of power begets from the power hierarchy below.

(d) Well done? To elaborate the organizational power genesis, formation, and metamorphosis
a metaphorical approach has used.

(e) Done well? To prevent any ambiguities, the paper has tried to show the emergence of the
fractal organizational power by sufficient figures and their relevant illustrations.

(f) Why now? There is a need to carefully scrutinize organizational power in the third millen-
nium; since it is the era of organizational ubiquity, hegemony, and major dependency.

(g) Who cares? The organizational and power researchers and the public who are under this
hegemony.

2. Literature

2.1. The fractal metaphor
Metaphor has extensively used in organization studies (e.g. see Armenakis & Bedeian, 1992;
Boxenbaum & Rouleau, 2011; Cafferata, 1982; Carr & Leivesley, 1995; Cassell & Lee, 2012; Cleary
& Packard, 1992; Cornelissen, 2006; Cornelissen, Kafouros, & Lock, 2005; Daft & Weick, 1984;
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Faghih, Bavandpour, & Forouharfar, 2016; Inns, 2002; Kendall & Kendall, 1993; McCourt, 1997;
Meyer, 1984; Örtenblad, Putnam, & Trehan, 2016; Palmer & Lundberg, 1995; Putnam, Phillips, &
Chapman, 1999; Smith & Turner, 1995; Tohidian & Rahimian, 2019; Van Engen, 2008; Walsham,
1991). According to Faghih et al. (2016, p. 3), “Metaphors efficiently simplify the most complex
phenomena and issues by putting emphasis on their key qualities. So, they are beneficial tools for
the understanding of the organization and its complexities.” Fractal is “any of various extremely
irregular curves or shapes for which any suitably chosen part is similar in shape to a given larger or
smaller part when magnified or reduced to the same size” (Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate
Dictionary, 2002, p. 462). Initially, it had been a mathematical and geometrical term proposed
by the mathematician Benoit Mandelbrot to show “roughness” and “self-similarity” in nature
(Gomory, 2010, p. 378). The term stands at the connecting border of natural mathematics and
philosophy. Philosophically, natural mathematics is the recurring mathematical Geist, a term
borrowed from German that simultaneously means mind and spirit, widespread in nature (e.g.
fractal could be seen in leaves, snowflakes, shells, etc.) (Figure 1).

The Sierpinski Triangle is another familiar example of fractal. This fractal is a fixed set fractal with
infinite subdivided micro-equilateral triangles which make an overall shape of a macro-equilateral
triangle based on recursion1 (Figure 2).

If we assume formal organizational power distribution in any organization through organiza-
tional chart as a pyramidal distribution of organizational power, then for a two-dimensional
visualization of the concept we can use the Sierpinski power triangle metaphor. In this metaphor,

Figure 1. Fractals in a leaf,
a snowflake, and a shell.

(Source: Author’s own work)

Figure 2. Sierpinski triangle.
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minor triangular powers within the organization constitute major triangular and systemic body of
organizational power. Later this metaphor will be used through the paper to clarify the fractal
anatomy and ontology of organizational power.

Metaphorically, self-organization (Baas, 2002), self-similarity (Mandelbrot, 1983), discipline and
symmetry-making (Cattani, 2010), fractal growth (Sander, 1986), and evolution (Burlando, 1993) as
fractals’ characteristics could be used in organization studies. As a fractal is a structural phenom-
enon in nature, analogously we can observe structurally organizational fractals (Figure 3) via
divisionalization, departmentalization, decentralization, de-bureaucratization, diversification, etc.
The justification of such a proposition is the belief that they lead to the organization, dissemination,
and expansion of one organizational structuralization philosophy in countless shapes and forms.
Furthermore, each unit, division, department, etc., is the smallest constituting structural entity that
reflects in a segmented wholeness, hence organizational fractal structure. In addition, work, author-
ity, power, and responsibility distribution through and organization could potentially lead to organi-
zational fractals for each entity.

2.2. Fractal organizations
Applying fractal concept for organizations is a recent academic tendency for illustrating organiza-
tional change management. For instance, Hoverstadt (2011) tried to present effective tools for the
analysis and development of sustainable organizations, which he entitled as “fractal organiza-
tions”. His fractal organization had a fractal structure efficient for managing complexity and
dealing with differences and empowered managers at different organizational levels to be effec-
tive decision-makers; letting alone where, their position was placed in the organizational hierarchy.
However, another author has applied the fractal concept differently. Raye (2014) has used the
fractal organizational concept to discuss connections and communications. He believes:

Fractal organisation theory recognises an emergent human operating system that mimics
nature in its capacity for creativity, adaptation, vitality, and innovation. The qualities of a fractal
organisation include shared purpose and values that create pattern integrity; universal participa-
tion in ideas and solutions for continuous improvement; decision making at functional levels;
leadership devoted to universal leadership; and competition energy directed outwards instead of
inwards. Relationship development enables the effective flow of information between individuals
and among teams. At all levels of a fractal organisation, members share information iteratively
and make decisions collectively in response to constantly changing conditions. (p. 50)

On the other hand, a group of authors have tried to present some models for designing fractal
layouts in manufacturing organizations. According to Saad and Lassila (2004, p. 3529) “In fractal
organizations, system flexibility and responsiveness are achieved by allocating all manufacturing
resources into multifunctional cells that are capable of processing a wide variety of products.”
Venkatadri, Rardin, and Montreuil (1997, p. 911) believed “fractal layout organization … has been

Figure 3. Two examples of
organizational fractal structure
through A. Divisionalization,
and B. Departmentalization

(Source: Author’s own work)
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introduced as an alternative to the more traditional function and product organizations.” Hence,
Venkatadri et al. (1997) have tried to introduce a fractal shop floor layout with fractal cells for
product organizations. Montreuil (1999, p. 501) has also proposed a layout for a manufacturing
fractal organization, thus he developed a fractal alternative “for manufacturing job shops which
allocates the total number of workstations for most processes equally across several fractal cells,”
and believed “One result is enormous flexibility because each cell can produce nearly every
product.”

2.3. What is power?
Nevertheless, the fractal concept has not been applied to organizational power so far. First, what
is power? Power is a ubiquitous and multifaceted concept. However, it is a tangible cognitive
entity (Dépret & Fiske, 1993; Dijk, 1988; Fleischmann, Lammers, Conway, & Galinsky, 2019;
Guinote, 2007; Krackhardt, 1990) with usually countless origins. Thus, it is a “puzzling notion”
(Uphoff, 1989, p. 295) that social sciences’ scientists and theoreticians analyzed it and its
contexts to shed light on its definition, formation, preservation, classification, and other episte-
mological aspects of the phenomenon. Clegg (2015, p. 1) believes “Despite its ubiquity, power is
arguably one of the most difficult concepts to make sense of within the social sciences.”
Therefore, “Power can be defined in multiple ways, depending on special epistemological and
philosophical frameworks” (Ramos et al., 2019, p. 2). Furthermore, it is a context-related entity
(Li, 2006), which takes different shades of meaning in various contexts. As a few examples, it has
been studied by philosophers, sociologists, psychologists, political and organizational research-
ers within different contexts (e.g. institutional context (Fairclough, 2019; Qu, 2018); cultural
context (Garbuzov, Ramazanov, Nikolaev, Makarov, & Kalashnikova, 2019); social context
(Collins, 2019); sexual context (Gill & Orgad, 2018); organizational context (Park, Kim, Chang,
Lee, & Sung, 2018); etc.). The contextuality of power broadens its realms of definition. Russell
(1938) defined power as the intended effects production; while Weber (1947) saw power as the
imposing of desired intentions against potential resistance. Further definitions view power as
a latent force (Bierstedt, 1950), decision-making participation (Laswell & Kaplan, 1950), social
class capacity in realizing its objective and specific interests (Poulantzas, 1975), preferred out-
comes causation (Simon, 1957), etc. Hence, Perspectivism is the prevalent mode in power
definitions. According to McNamee and Glasser (1987, p. 80) “ … the bewildering variety of
conceptualizations of power lies in what particular theorists and their theoretical backgrounds
are willing to ‘allow’ into their analysis.” Theoreticians’ expertise inevitably drives them toward
grasping a particular perspective on power and the result is a biased epistemology. In sum,
power means different things to different people and hence there is not any universal and all-
embracing definition. However, power encapsulates the following general concepts: (1) relations
(McGuinness & Kelly, 2007); potentiality and influence (Meliá, Oliver, & Tomás, 1993), legitimacy
(Scherz, 2019) and illegitimacy (Ratcliff & Vescio, 2018), status (Hasty & Maner, 2019); will
(Nietzsche, Kaufmann, & Hollingdale, 1967), domain (Deng, Zheng, & Guinote, 2018), self-
interests (Lukes, 2007), structure (Domhoff, 2017) struggle (Lind, 2018), distribution (Cepik &
Möller, 2017), monopoly (Kopecký, 2017), control (Rhodes, 2018), hegemony (Connell, 2016),
dominance (Aiello, Tesi, Pratto, & Pierro, 2018), inequalities (Avent-Holt & Tomaskovic-Devey,
2019), authority (Sledge, 2016) and so forth. Surprisingly all of the adjacent concepts to power
are generally present in organizations.

2.4. Approaches to studying power
Furthermore, the approaches to studying power are one of the reasons of dissonance among the
theorists. Wherever there are human and a framing structure of interrelations, the bedrock for the
emergence of power is ready. Organizations have both of them. Therefore, they are the incubators
and hives for power emergences, formations, and dynamism. McNamee and Glasser (1987, p. 80)
point out that, “some power theorists emphasize power resources, while others emphasize power
processes, and still others emphasize power outcomes.” Nevertheless, power could be approached
at least from two perspectives: a macrocosmic view with external and collective manifestations
such as governmental power, state power, global power, etc., or from a microcosmic view, which
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embraces topics such as inequalities and gender relations, structure of power within family, etc.
Organizational power, the subject matter of the present paper, falls within the former broad class.
The unit of analysis in the first approach is the system, but in the second approach is the individual
or the smallest constituting blocks in relation to the system(s).

On the other hand, according to (Peiró & Meliá, 2003) power is bifactorial: it is either formal or
informal. The first is provided by the structure (hence, organization) and the second by the
relationships (Ramos et al., 2019). Concerning the organizational relations, power could be dis-
cussed inward or intra-organizationally and outward or inter-organizationally. Formal organiza-
tional power manifests itself through power relations. So far formal “organizational power
relations” have studied from different aspects, e.g. gender relations (Chernyak-Hai & Waismel-
Manor, 2019; Hearn & Collinson, 2018), organizational interaction (Prabhakaran, Ganeshkumar, &
Rambow, 2018), interpersonal influence (Lovrić, Lovrić, & Schraml, 2019), educational perspective
(Horton, 2018), etc. On the contrary, informal power has usually hidden and invisible existence; e.g.
Social networks’ power (Cross, Cross, & Parker, 2004; Ehin, 2004) and organizational politics (Guo,
Kang, Shao, & Halvorsen, 2019; Russell, 2019). One of the influential researchers on power was Max
Weber. To Weber (1968, pp. 585, 637), a philosophical sociologist, the constituting fabric of
organizational power, i.e. social relations within the context of interrelated organizational stake-
holders, is basically impossible to be regulated benevolently since market-driven relations in
Capitalism is absolutely impersonal in essence:

There is no possibility, in practice or even in principle, of any caritative [benevolent] regulation of
relationships arising between the holder of a savings and loan bank mortgage and the mort-
gagee … or between a holder of a federal bond and a citizen taxpaper … stockholders and factory
workers, or between industrialists and the miners who have dug from the earth raw materials used
in the plants by the industrialists. The growing impersonality of the marketplace follows its own
rules, disobedience to which entails economic failure and, in the long run, economic ruin…. Such
absolute depersonalization is contrary to all the elementary forms of human relationship.

Thus, as power accumulates, within the organizational context and among the organizational
stakeholders, it deprives of personalization and takes depersonalized attributes. In Mintzberg
(1984, p. 208), another influential researcher of organizational power, analysis of organizational
power “coalition” is a focal point. He categorizes the organizational power configurations via the
preliminary dichotomy of organizational coalitions as internal and external:

Influencers, or “stakeholders”-people who use “voice” to attain their needs through an organiza-
tion … -may be divided into those with major time commitments to the organization (essentially
the full-time employees or volunteers), who will be called internal, and the others, who will be
called external. The former may be described as forming an internal coalition, the latter, an
external coalition. (Mintzberg, 1984, p. 208)

According to Mintzberg (1984) the relationship between the abovementioned internal (IC) and
external coalitions (EC) defines the six following power configurations: (1) EC, dominated + IC,
bureaucratic = Instrument; (2) EC, passive + IC, Bureaucratic = Closed System; (3) EC, passive + IC,
personalized = Autocracy; (4) EC, passive + IC, ideologic =Missionary; (5) EC, passive + IC, professional =
Meritocracy; (6) EC, divided + IC, politicized = Political Arena.

Moreover, large-scale organizations in relation to their external environment apply adaptation
and/or domination strategies to expand their organizational powers (McNeil, 1978). Perrow (1972,
p. 199) believed, “The environment of most powerful organizations is well controlled by them, quite
stable, and made up of other organizations, ones they control.” Inter-organizational power basi-
cally stems from the propensity for maintaining environmental hegemony. Thus, power is a core
concept in studying inter-organizational relationships (Huo, Tian, Tian, & Zhang, 2019). It is
noteworthy that such conceptualization of inter-organizational powers originates from
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presumption of organizations as open systems (Aldrich, 1971). However, inter-organizational
relationship is a multifaceted phenomenon and it has recently studied from different perspectives;
e.g. inter-organizational governance (Roehrich, Selviaridis, Kalra, Van der Valk, & Fang, 2019), inter-
organizational communication networks (Pilny & Proulx, 2019), inter-organizational culture
(Larentis, Antonello, & Slongo, 2019), etc. On the other hand, the adaptation strategy could be
a legitimacy gaining maneuver, since, “Embedded in world society, organizations adapt to envir-
onmental expectations for the sake of increasing their legitimacy” (Franke, 2017, p. 6).
Furthermore, organizational dependency is a pivotal factor in the inter-organizational power
analysis. Dependency defines the external magnitude of organizational power. Dependency and
exchange are two interrelated concepts. According to Emerson (1962), exchange leads to depen-
dency that embraces power implicitly. Thus, exchange relation is one of the factors of inter-
organizational power and it grows by increasing the scope and number of exchanging resources
(Cook, 1977). Hence, resource dependence is the underlying reason for the formation of power
(Franke, 2017). Such an organizational power is a resource-dependent power and usually emerges
between the organizations. In resource-dependent power, “power imbalance” and “mutual depen-
dence” (Casciaro & Piskorski, 2005, p. 167) are two significant topics of scientific enquiry.

Foucault’s ideas have had great effect in organization studies (Burrell, 1988; Raffnsøe, Mennicken,
&Miller, 2019). In contrary to the prevailing idea, power formation is a bottom-up process. The power
of the entity on the top boils from deep structures of power formed beneath. That is the powers on
the top necessarily must stand on the shoulders of the micro-powers beneath. Imagine a hierarchy
of power and use a negation approach: i.e. by deleting some hierarchies of power on the top, power
still resides but distributes among the remaining hierarchies and takes new forms. However, by
deleting the powers beneath the foundation and the structure of power become shaky and poor.
Thus, Foucault’s approach in analyzing social power is a “bottom-up” process; i.e. an ascending
approach, therefore “Onemust rather conduct an ascending analysis of power starting, that is, from
its infinitesimal mechanisms, which each have their own history, their own trajectory, their own
tactics… ” (Foucault, 1980, p. 99). Power to him is “a cluster of relations” (1980, p. 199); and power in
essence is not a negative and repressive entity but a productive phenomenon; therefore he claims,
“ … If power were never anything but repressive, if it never did anything but to say no, do you really
think one would be brought to obey it? What makes power hold good … is simply the fact that … it
traverses and produces things, it induces pleasure, forms of knowledge, produces discourse. It needs
to be considered as a productive network which runs through the whole social body” (Foucault, 1980,
p. 119). Furthermore, he believes power is not possessed but the individuals are embedded within
a chain of power (Foucault, 1980, p. 98). Hence, formal powerwithin an organization is not a personal
possession brought to the organization from the outside but it is because of “organizational
embeddedness” as, “the totality of forces (fit, links, and sacrifices) that keep people in their current
organization” (Ng & Feldman, 2007, p. 336) and inevitable placement in organizational power
network that organizational power emerges.

2.5. Power connectivity to politics
Finally, Pfeffer (1992, p. 33), a scholar of organizational power studies, interrelated power to the
organizational politics and defined organizational politics, “as the exercise or use of power, with
power being defined as a potential force.” This approach to organizational power first defines it as
a phenomenon political in essence and second as a potential entity. Moreover, to Pfeffer, organi-
zational power was a necessary means of organizational decision-making (see, Pfeffer, 1981;
Pfeffer, Salancik, & Leblebici, 1976; Salancik & Pfeffer, 1974; Salancik, Pfeffer, & Kelly, 1978). Such
view of power originates from the organizational pragmatism. He asserts although power is
connotatively a negative word, at least in American culture (Pfeffer, 1992, p. 33) and accentuates
Kanter’s (1979) quotation on power who wrote, “Power is America’s last dirty word. It is easier to
talk about money- and much easier to talk about sex- than it is to talk about power,” we need to
approach power pragmatically and cultivate “potential risks and advantages of power” instead of
“ignoring the processes of power and influence.”
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In brief, based on the above reviews on power, power in organization is a ubiquitous context-
related and multifaceted concept with necessary complicated relation network for its emergence,
which forms and accumulates in a “bottom-up” process and should be also analyzed and studied
through the same “bottom-up” process.

3. Research design
The paper is a conceptual endeavor to theorize the characteristics of organizational power through
a fractal metaphor: the Sierpinski Triangle. The justifications behind using a fractal are the distribu-
tive and recursive characteristics of power. In other words, power as an abstract entity could not be
explained without considering its distribution in the form of micro-powers among the receivers of
power. Moreover, it is recursive since power is inherently involved with repeated accumulation of
itself to emerge. This accumulative process proceeds on with making self-affinity and self-similarity.
Thus, power could not be explained, formed, and expanded unless by itself (recursion).

On the other hand, conceptual visualization of organizational power in this research is triangular
since the organizational chart usually takes the form of a triangle. Additionally, the triangular form
can also reflect the hierarchical, pyramidal, distributive, recursive, accumulative, dependent, com-
parative, and unequal properties of power. Therefore, in the discussion section, the author first
discusses the undergirding bedrock of power ontology in terms of its constituting elements for
power not only in its potential emergence but also in its pragmatic manifestation. Next, the fractal
nature of power in respect to its distribution either as a focusing fractal or as the opposite
a webbing fractal was discussed. Then, the ontology of organizational power in its formal and
informal manifestations with the characteristics of directionality in the formal and dimensionality
in the informal emergences was conceptualized. Finally, the fractal characteristics of the organiza-
tional power were concluded. Figure 4 has schematically summarized the paper’s design for the
conceptualization of the fractal power.

Figure 4. Schematic conceptua-
lization design of the paper.

(Source: Author’s own work)
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4. Discussions
“Power” is an abstract concept with concrete tangible manifestations. Usually in interpretation and
definition, researchers are busy with the outcomes generated by power not the essence and
nature of power as a phenomenon. Hence, in this paper, the ontological concept of power is
built upon a triangular necessity that embraces the three fundamental constructing components
of power: (1) interest, (2) need, (3) relationship (Figure 5). Initially, power shapes in a cognitive
context. In other words, power is among animate creatures with the faculty of cognition, otherwise
it is a force, which is a subject in physics. That is without the cognitive element (human) or its
omission there is no such a power. Moreover, an isolated and separate entity does not form power.
There must be at least a “relationship”. Power is a structure-bound phenomenon, i.e. it emerges
within specific relationship structures. These structures could be economic, political, social, cul-
tural, professional, etc. The structurality of power is deeply rooted in the prerequisite of
a fundamental constituting component of any power, which is relationship or interdependence.
The relationships within any framing structure superimpose special characteristics on the essence
of power. In other words, power metaphorically is a liquid in a structural container; it takes the
shape of the structure (container). Moreover, relationship has a tendency toward directionality.
What determines the dimensionality of this relationship is the existence of “need”. Without “need”
there will be no “interest”. Furthermore, the two elements of “need” and “interest” do not show
inferiority or superiority, i.e. “need” is not only in the inferior but also in the superior. For example, if
an inferior finds his interest in subjectivity to fulfill his social needs such as welfare, security, etc.,
the superior finds his interest in supremacy on the subjects to fulfill his need for the expansion and
maintenance of his power.

The dynamism of the three components shapes power in potential. To acquire outward mani-
festation a fourth indispensable element must be added to the previous triple dynamism: enforce-
ment. Enforcement is the necessary factor that leads to influence. By enforcing, power shows its
concrete manifestation. Such a power is hence de facto (Figure 6).

Figure 5. Elements of potential
power.

(Source: Author’s own work)

Figure 6. Elements of prag-
matic power.

(Source: Author’s own work)
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Moreover, power has a distributive characteristic, i.e. no matter how much centralized or
decentralized, power always distributes among numerous organizational entities, departments,
people, etc., but with centralism or decentralism in orientation and the philosophy and intension
behind the distribution. In other words, centralized unaccountable distribution of power could be
for dictatorial intensions and a decentralized accountable and participative power distribution for
the fulfillment of democratic motives.

Schematically, in centralized power, the distributed power among the entities has the focal
orientation and in the decentralized power, the distributed power usually makes a network of
coexisting micro-powers (Figure 7).

By decentralization of power, there is more possibility of power fractals emergence (Figure 7, B).

Finally, Power always has two sides the holder and the receiver. The holder of power has the
power exertion potentiality and the power consequences’ receiver could be either an active or
a passive receiver. The number of power consequences’ receivers defines the span of power realm.
If they accept the power exertion passively without any resistance, it leads to organizational
dictatorship; and in contrary by playing an active role, they can affect the structure and formation
of organizational power and collectively lead it to organizational democracy.

Organizational power’s configuration could be assumed at least in two general manifestations:
(1) micro-powers, and (2) macro-powers. The fractal concept of organizational power embraces
the two philosophical assumptions of power configuration formation within organizations. That is,
micro-organizational powers deep down the organizational hierarchy through an upward inter-
mingling and fabrication join together to make the larger powers and the large powers incessantly
lead the same process to end up with the largest and the most dominant organizational power(s)
high on the hierarchy (Figure 8).

Figure 8. The schematic
assumption of organizational
power formation and dissolu-
tion as a fractal concept envi-
saged via Sierpinski Power
Triangle metaphor.

(Source: Author’s own work)

Figure 7. Visualized philosophic
concepts of A. power centrali-
zation (focusing): Distribution
with focal orientation vs.
B. power decentralization
(webbing): Distribution with
webbing orientation (power
decentralization) with major
powers in the center, and minor
powers around.

(Source: Author’s own work)
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Metaphorical assumption of organizational power through Sierpinsk Triangle reflects
a coalescent and unified integrity (i.e. organization power) which is made up of numerous inter-
related coexisting coalitional micro-entities with upward orientation (i.e. micro-organizational
powers) to reach the top. Such an upward propensity of power within organizations leads to
organization power formation as a recognizable social entity. Furthermore, Sierpinski Power
Triangle metaphor reflects the following characteristics for power within organization:

(1) Incremental formation: Organizational power formation is a gradual but continuous process,
which incrementally forms in an upward trend. Therefore, in order to study powers and coalitions
within any organization we need to bear in mind, first the upward fabricating structures of
organizational needs, interests, and relationships; in other words, we should identify the needs
and their sources, which make specific organizational inclinations inter-personally, between
groups, networks, and coalitions. Such inclinations define the organizational interests and specify
the necessary relationships to fulfill the interests. The expansion of interest groups within the
organizations and their connection, coalescence and relationship with other interest groups leads
to power networks, which their symbiotic relationships and coalitions make larger fractal powers
and so forth to the peak. The power accumulates at the top, i.e. the peak is the summation of the
formal organizational powers beneath. Second, the distribution of power entities through the
triangle metaphor conveys the convergent power distribution tendency at the top and the diver-
gent distributive propensity toward the base. As we approach the top, the degree of power
convergence adds up and conversely in the opposite direction as we approach the base of the
power triangle/pyramid divergence becomes dominant. In other words, the nature of power
necessitates such a pyramidal distribution of power, which incrementally accumulates and inten-
sifies upward and abates downward.

(2) Mutual inferiority and superiority: Always the micro-powers at the base of the pyramid are
inferior to the ones higher in the organizational hierarchy or macro-powers. However, the power
inferiority and superiority is a comparative concept; i.e. a power superior to a below inferior ranked
micro-power, is itself inferior to a power above in the organizational chart/hierarchy.

(3) Power on the basis of power: Every larger power consists of multiple micro-powers; i.e. power
begets power. It shows the recursive characteristic of organizational power (“Informally, recursion
involves having an entity or action that refers to, acts on or is based on a copy or type of itself.
Like … self-reflecting mirrors” (Mutalik, 2019). Therefore, the smallest entity of the most supreme
organizational power could be decomposed to countless minor powers.

(4) The whole could not be separated from the pieces: The supreme organizational power and its
constituting macro-powers, which are the result of plethora of micro-powers, could not exist in
solitary. That is, the foundation of the upper powers is based on the powers below. By omitting the
micro-foundations there would be not macro-foundations to place upon them and hence no
ground for organizational power formation. Therefore, the whole finds its existence and ontology
by the integrity of the pieces.

(5) Reflectivity: The same characteristics within the minor organizational powers could be
found (reflected) in the macro-power and hence forward to the whole hierarchy of organiza-
tional power.

(6) The power dynamism of the whole originates from the minor constituting powers’ dynamism.
Such dynamism has a domino effect, which starts from the bottom to reach the peak.

Therefore, by considering the abovementioned discussions and power characteristics the follow-
ing proposition could be proposed:
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If we assume each organizational chart/coalition (Figure 9) as the equilateral triangles constituting
the Sierpinski Triangle, then the fractal formation of formal organizational power in an organization or
a governmental body should be the result of innumerable simultaneously major-minor organizational
charts/coalitions (hence, micro-triangles and macro-constituted triangles, Figures 10 & 11).

Figure 9. A hypothetical orga-
nizational chart.

(Source: Author’s own work)

Figure 11. The process of for-
mal organizational power for-
mation within an organization/
bureaucracy/governmental
body based on Sierpinski Power
Triangle metaphor developed in
the paper.

(Source: Author’s own work)

Figure 10. A hypothetical man-
ifestation of a micro organiza-
tional power fractal (hence,
triangle) based on Sierpinski
Power Triangle metaphor
developed in the paper.

(Source: Author’s own work)
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Organizational chart itself is a solidification of the formal relationships and specification of their
domains of power within an organization. Since it takes relationship to build power structure,
organizational power takes directionality. The relationship could be equal (horizontal), superior, or
inferior (vertical). The horizontal direction is among the workers within the same unit, department
or organizational level, but the vertical power direction is either from top to bottom (line to staff) or
vice versa, bottom to the top (staff to line). Greiner and Schein (1989) call the vertical powers
“upwards” or “downwards” but they do not assume a horizontal power. The horizontal power is the
state of power neutrality; that is the state when there is no power exertion. Although there is
interdependency (relationship), there is no superiority or inferiority and hence it is neutral.

Furthermore, power is simultaneously a collective and accumulative concept. Collective, since it
lies in the network and coalition of people although in totalitarian or dictatorial systems one
person or a group of elites (oligarchy) would have superdominance. Accumulative, since it starts
from the minor powers of the base of the pyramid/hierarchy and by passing each hierarchical level,
the minor powers below accumulate in the next level and so forth to the top. Hence, two
ontological concepts of power emerge: (1) legitimacy and (2) enforcement. Both of these two
coexisting entities of power are directional; that is, the legitimacy of power is always a bottom-up
process; i.e. the subjects in general and hence the employees in organizations from the very base
of the power pyramid should feel the power to be legitimate; otherwise, the power always lacks
one of its fundamental aspects to be agreeable on the public/employees eyes. Additionally, power
enforcement in its formal manifestation is always a top-down process; i.e. the organizational
entity(ies) on the upper level could enforce power and dominance on the lower level(s). The
Sierpinski Power Triangle metaphor presented by the paper not only could reflect both of the
abovementioned entities’ directionality in a formal power manifestation (Figure 12) but also
dimensionality of power in its informal organizational formation (Figure 13).

Informal organizational power mostly takes dimensional deviation since it usually violates the
top-down vertical direction of power exertions in organizations as well as the axiomatic exertion of
organizational power from the upper hierarchy/level to the lower entities, since the opposite could
also take place in the informal exertion of power, i.e. from an inferior entity to a superior one.

On the other hand, power magnitude is a result of two simultaneous abstract entities that are
always present in organizations: (1) comparison, and (2) dependency. The dependency of organi-
zational units, department, divisions, labors, human resources, etc., for the accomplishment of the
organizational tasks in a minor scale and the organizational objectives in a macro scale result bring
about a human state of mind: comparison. Power magnitude evaluation and assessment is always
the result of dependency and comparison. The macro-powers on the upper levels of Sierpinski
Power Triangle axiomatically bear more formal power on the eye of the organizational beholders at
the bottom who are dependent to the upper level powers and compare their positions and
situation in respect to them to have an evaluation for the definition of their own and the other
entities’ of the organizations.

Figure 12. Organizational
power directionality: formal
power.

(Source: Author’s own work)
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Moreover, the fractal metaphor of power within organizations via the Sierpinski Power Triangle
can show that power is basically a manifestation of inequality; otherwise, it was not possible to be
formed. Let us assume a condition in an organization where there is not any condition of super-
iority or inferiority and the organizational chart share the same equal power to all of the organiza-
tional entities, then could we have any organizational power? Does equality lead to power? The
answer is obvious. Such an assumption is not a violation and refutation of democratic organiza-
tional power. Since even in the democratic manifestation of power there are still some man-made
institutions such as laws, regulations, bureaucracy, etc., that are larger and non-equal entities in
comparison to the power of people in a democratic organization. In the Sierpinski Power Triangle,
the formal power of each upper organizational level is more than the levels below. Thus, it is
possible to propose the concept of Power Gap as the undergirding phenomenon, which accumu-
lates and forms the hierarchy of organizational power.

Finally, borrowing Marx’s class struggle concept and the introduced power gap, any organization
could be also a manifestation of power struggle. Accordingly, the paper’s author believes in any
organization there are at least three power classes (Figures 14 and 15):

(1) Organizational Aristocratic Power, on the peak of the power pyramid

(2) Organizational Bourgeoisie Power, in the middle of the power pyramid

(3) Organizational Proletariat Power, at the base of the organizational power pyramid

The Organizational Aristocratic Power is the dominant organizational power. This typology of power
rests in the line managers and top white-collar workers. The board of directors and the CEOs are
making this class of organizational power. Dominancy is the prevailing characteristic of the
Aristocratic Power in organizations. The second power manifestation in organizations is
Organizational Bourgeoisie Power. The middle managers constitute this organizational class. They
have an intermediary function in the organizational power; i.e. they are the Aristocratic Power’s
medium to convey, justify, and explain the decisions, policies, and strategies that are made by the
organizational aristocrats. Moreover, they are usually technical or operational experts in the organi-
zations. Finally, the base of the pyramid is populated by a great bulk of the organizational employees.
They potentially have Organizational Proletariat Power. Their exertion of power to the peak always
rests in their degree of efficiency in union or association making. Since organizations are mainly

Figure 13. Organizational
power dimensionality: informal
power.

(Source: Author’s own work)
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populated by the organizational proletariats, their powers are always under the careful scrutiny and
channeling by the organizational aristocrats. Organizational formality and rule of law (RoL) besides
organizational goal setting are some of the implicit channeling and controlling techniques by the
aristocrats. These three classes of power are usually in potential rivalry and struggle. They make the
impetus behind the organizational power dynamism. However, there are also subtle structures of
power fractals, coalitions, and rivalries even among the members of each class.

5. Research recommendations
Building upon Friedrich Nietzsche’s idea (1967), quoted below, and the distributive nature of power,
discussed above, power distribution may potentially lead to division of responsibility via the

Figure 14. Organizational
power classes.

(Source: Author’s own work)

Figure 15. Organizational
power classes symmetrical
expansion.

(Source: Originally distributed
under Creative Commons (CC)
by Wikimedia (2005), with
major adaptation by the
author of the paper)
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inevitable division of labor in the organizations and could be resulted in the expansion of organiza-
tional unaccountability:

This is achieved through division of labor (so that no one any longer possesses the full respon-
sibility): the lawgiver- and he who enacts the law; the teacher of discipline- and those who have
grown hard and severe under discipline. (p. 383)

Therefore, there should be always a Hegelian antithesis shaped as organizational counter-power
embedded in the organizations to be able to moderate and balance the potential severity and
dictatorial deviations of power. The paper’s author believes such counterbalancing measures are
fundamentally necessary; especially in public and governmental organizations in order to prevent
their bureaucracies to transform to a crushing force over the citizens. Some of the counterbalan-
cing recommendations are the empowerment and effectuation of check and control mechanisms,
promotion of organizational democracy and the culture of organizational accountability, imple-
mentation of efficient suggestion systems, etc.

6. Future research considerations
The fractal concept could be also pragmatically applied in future researches on tourism, e.g. on the
fractal techniques to evenly distribute the tourist attractions and facilities through a region or
a country to ensure sustainable and symmetrical benefit and development for all region.
Additionally, the concept could be used in quality management. That is to devise production or
service plans, or to set production or service strategies and techniques which guarantee the superb
similarity of high quality in all the manufacturing outlets or service providing branches.

7. Conclusion
Management deals with a group of organized humans with different degrees of a “will to interest”
in a social institution. Organizations are a colony of power. However, organizational power could
not be detached from its social, economic, political and cultural ecosystems/contexts.
Metaphorically, organization is an animate being that nourishes and feeds within its ecological
habitat. Applying the philosophy of fractals to the organizations is applying natural philosophy to
the realm of organization studies. Such a view looks at organizations as living organisms, i.e. open
systems that could have symmetrical evolution for dissemination and sharing of knowledge,
information, communication, technique, quality, power, etc. Organizational power, discussed
through the paper, formally distributes within hierarchical levels, which implies a pyramidal struc-
ture of power. The formal triangular structure of power, reflected by the organizational charts, also
induces such mental image of power distribution within the organizations. The axiom: “power
begets power” is obviously traceable from the base to the peak of the pyramid. The axiom
inherently defines the recursion in organizational power formation. Each level fabricates the
foundation for the next upper level and so on up to the peak. The peak finds its superpower
from the numerous fabricated micro-fractal and lower level powers, which are so densely inter-
mingled by the individual and groups’ “will to interest” which find their fulfillment of the interest in
conserving the power structure; i.e. they act as the pillars of the power structure. Hence, it calls for
relationship as a fundamental entity for the formation of power within organizations. These
relationship fractals put up the fractal structure of the organizational power and their accumula-
tion lead to the macro-organizational power formation. Furthermore, the perception of an orga-
nizational power magnitude is a cognitive action that relies on dependency and comparison. That
is the inferior levels of fractal power and those who occupy the inferior level positions depend on
the superior levels of power high on the organizational hierarchy to estimate and shape their own
perception of power magnitude. The individual cognition of organizational power magnitude for
any entity within the organization is the result of the comparison between his own power and the
other entities’ powers. Finally, the paper concludes that organizational power is ontologically
hierarchical, pyramidal, distributive, recursive, accumulative, dependent, and comparative, which
are the results of unequal distribution of power within organizations.
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Note
1. “The determination of a succession of elements (such

as numbers or functions) by operation on one or more
preceding elements according to a rule or formula
involving a finite number of steps” (Merriam-Webster’s
Collegiate Dictionary, 2002, p. 978).
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